
(2.1) Receive 
notification of transfer 

from RIM

(2.5) Audit SIP for 
compliance with 

submission agreement 
[sub-diagram AD2.5]

(2.2) Register transfer 
[sub-diagram AD2.2]

Select SIP for audit(2.4) Select SIP for 
audit

(2.10) Reject SIP

(2.13) Inform RIM of 
repeated failure

(2.11) Inform RIM of 
reason for failure

(2.12) Request RIM 
resubmit compliant SIP

(2.14) Investigate 
reason for repeated 

failure

(2.15) Update workflow 
tracking tool with 

action taken

(2.8) Accept SIP for 
accessioning

(2.9) Inform RIM SIP is 
accepted
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AD2 Accession SIP

(2.6) Quarantine SIP
[sub-diagram AD2.6]

(2.7) Characterize SIP 
content

[sub-diagram AD2.7]

If the same problem 
appears in the SIP after 
resubmission, step out 
of the process and 
investigate the problem 
in detail.

[Pass] [Fail]

[Pass]

[Fail]

(2.3) Queue registered 
SIPs for audit

[firstFailure(type) =True]

[firstFailure(type) =False]
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AD2.2 Register Transfer

(2.2.2) Select [next] SIP (2.2.3) Register SIP in 
workflow tracking tool

(2.2.1) Register transfer 
in workflow tracking tool

(2.2.4) Create folder for 
collecting ingest report.

(E.g., 
/accessionrecords/

[SIPid]

Note – 
confirmation that 
that transfer was 

complete and 
backed-up occurs 

in AD1

(2.2.5) Update transfer 
status in workflow 

tracking tool

[all SIPs registered]

[unregistered 
SIPs remaining]



(2.5.7) Check metadata: 
Confirm metadata record 

entry exists in 
accompanying metadata

(2.5.1) Create [SIPid]audit.log

(2.5.2) Check SIP Manifest : Confirm that 
each record entry in the SIP metadata 
(TRIMmetadata) has an associated file 

(content object) in the SIP

(2.5.3) Record Manifest Check result: for 
each record entry in [SIP]audit.log, and 

for  Manifest Check as a whole 
(ManifestCheck= Pass or Fail)

(2.5.4) Select [next] file 
(content object)

(2.5.9) Sanitize Filename: 
Check for invalid file name

(2.5.10) Repair file name 
(“sanitize”)

(2.5.11) Update associated 
metadata (TRIMmetadata)

(2.5.8) Record metadata 
check result in 

[SIPid]audit.log:
MetadataConfirmation([filena

me])=Pass/Fail

(2.5.12) Record 
“sanitization” activity  in 

[SIPid]audit.log

(2.5.5) Check file integrity: 
Validate file integrity (MD5)

(2.5.6) Record integrity check 
result in [SIP]audit.log: 

IntegrityCheck([filename])=Pa
ss/Fail

(2.5.13) Compile AuditResults:
If Manifest Check=Fail, OR
if any IntegrityCheck=Fail, OR
if any MetadataCheck=Fail, THEN 
AuditResult=Fail;
ELSE AuditResult=Pass

(2.5.14) Finalize 
[SIPid]audit.log to 

/accessionrecords/[SIPid]

(2.5.15) Update audit result in 
workflow tracking tool
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AD2.5 Audit SIP

[invalid file 
name]

[valid file 
name]

[all files audited]

[all files not audited]

10/26/09:10:27:01 AM



(2.6.1) Move SIP to 
/quarantine

(2.6.2) Wait until 
quarantine period 

expires

(2.6.3) Select file (2.6.4) Check for 
malware

(2.6.5) Record 
malware check result 

in malware.log

Input:
SIP

Output::
(1) folder containing all files 
from the SIP (including the 
metadata file(s)) that had no 
malware, or that were 
successfully cleaned.

(2) folder containing all infected 
files that could not be cleaned

(3) single report on results of 
malware check for each file in 
SIP, location of folder and files 
from (2)

(4) message to workflow 
tracking tool that quarantine is 
completed, and the results 
{Pass/Fail, # of files inspected, 
infected, repaired, not repaired}.

(2.6.6) Attempt repair (2.6.7) Record repair 
actions, repair result in 

malware.log

(2.6.8) Move infected 
file to isolation folder:

/isolation/[SIPid]

(2.6.9) Move clean file 
to output folder:

/something/[SIPid]

(2.6.10) Save  malware 
check .log to 

/accessionrecords/
[SIPid]

(2.6.12) Send 
summary results 

message to workflow 
tracking tool

Special case: what if the 
metadata file is infected?
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AD2.6 Quarantine SIP

[infected file]

[clean file]

[all files 
scanned]

[else]

[repair succeeds]
[repair fails]

(2.6.11) Compile quarantine 
results.
IF file:SIPmetadata.xml 
was isolated, 
QuarantineResult=Fail; 
ELSE, Quarantine 
Result=Pass

file:///SIPmetadata.xml
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AD2.7 Characterize SIP Content

(2.7.1) Remove 
SIPmetadata.xml from SIP; 
save to /accessionrecords/

[SIPid]

(2.7.2) Identify file 
formats of 

SIPcontent (FITS)

(2.7.3) Validate file 
formats of SIP 
content (FITS)

(2.7.4) Extract file-
specific metadata 
from SIP contents 

(FITS)

(2.7.5) Generate file format 
metadata report (FITS 

report) 

(2.7.6) Save  file format 
metadata report (FITS 

report) to 
/accesionRecords/[SIPid]

(2.7.8) Update workflow 
tracking tool

(2.7.7) Send SIPcontent to 
appraisal queue

NOTE: This 
separates the SIP 
into 2 objects: 
SIPcontent(includi
ng packaging); 
and SIPmetadata

INPUT:
Clean SIP output from 
quarantine/malware 
check.,containing non-
infected SIPcontent objects 
and me 
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